
“ly” Adverbs That Can be Used for Dressup#4 and Opener#4 

abnormally confidently eventually hastily meekly quaintly sternly 

absentmindedly conspicuously evidently hatefully mentally quietly strictly 

absolutely constantly exactly heartily messily rapidly stubbornly 

accidentally continually excitedly heavily miserably readily surprisingly 

accusingly continuously exclusively helpfully mockingly reassuringly suspiciously 

actually conveniently expertly helplessly naturally regretfully tenderly 

amazingly correctly extremely highly neatly regularly terribly 

angrily coyly faithfully hopefully necessarily relatively thankfully 

anxiously creatively famously hopelessly nervously reluctantly thoughtfully 

arrogantly crossly ferociously horribly normally repeatedly tightly 

assuredly curiously fervently humorlessly notably reproachfully tragically 

astoundingly daintily finally humorously obviously restfully truly 

awkwardly dangerously foolishly hungrily occasionally righteously ultimately 

badly delicately fortunately hurriedly oddly rigidly unfairly 

bashfully determinedly frantically immediately openly rudely unfortunately 

breathlessly disgustedly freely inadvertently outwardly sadly unhappily 

brightly doggedly frequently inconveniently passionately scarcely unusually 

briskly dreamily frightfully increasingly patiently searchingly urgently 

broadly dearly fully innocently physically sedately venomously 

calmly deceivingly fundamentally instantly perfectly seemingly viciously 

carefully decidedly funnily intensely perpetually selfishly violently 

carelessly definitely furiously interestingly pleasantly separately vocally 

cautiously delightedly generally inwardly pleasingly sharply warmly 

certainly delightfully generously jokingly politely sheepishly weakly 

cheerfully diligently gently kindly poorly significantly wearily 

cleanly distinctly gracefully knowingly positively simply wildly 

clearly dreadfully gradually lightly possibly sleepily willfully 

closely eagerly gratefully longingly potentially slyly willingly 

clumsily enormously greatly loudly powerfully smoothly wisely 

coaxingly enticingly greedily luckily predictably softly wistfully 

comfortably entirely grumpily madly primarily solidly woefully 

commonly especially guiltily meaningfully properly speedily wonderfully 

completely essentially happily mechanically proudly steadily worriedly 

 

Prepositions – Words that can be used to start a Prepositional Opener (Opener#2) 

 
about before except on to down  

above behind for onto toward including  

according to below from opposite under as well as  

across because of in out underneath   

after beneath inside outside unlike   

against beside instead over until   

along between into past up   

amid beyond like since upon   

among by minus though with   

around despite near throughout within   

 


